THINKING DAY CELEBRATIONS
CLUTTON TREFOIL GUILD in Somerset North
A lovely breakfast, and an excellent way to start Thinking Day. Clutton Trefoil Guild met up at
Meadgate Farm Café, Timsbury, to do some concentrated ‘thinking’ on February 22 nd. Now that’s a
good idea we could adopt!!

CHIPPENHAM TREFOIL GUILD in Wiltshire
Wishing everyone ‘HAPPY THINKING DAY!’

PENWITH TREFOIL GUILD in Cornwall
Penwith Trefoil Guild held a lovely Thinking Day Celebration!. They spent the day thinking about all our
Guiding friends, wherever they are in the world!

CAROL SEELEY OF KEYNSHAM AMMONITES
…spent Thinking Day with a Guiding friend in New Zealand, but sent a Thinking Day message back to
her fellow guild members in Somerset North.

Thinking of you all on 22nd Feb from Christchurch, New
Zealand.
Here it is the 6th anniversary of the earthquake that happened on
Thinking Day and there have been memorial services during the day
- 185 people lost their lives.
I'm pictured here with Megan, who I met in 1995 when I first visited
NZ, she was a Brownie Guider at that time and took me to visit an
international camp for the day.
She experienced the 2011 earthquake and met us today and took us
around the areas that were affected. For 2 years the city was closed
to people and work is still ongoing to rebuild Christchurch. There is a
vast swathe of land on the east side which was once home to many
houses and now is vegetation. Roads are still under repair work and
some houses are still going through repair work or have been
completely rebuilt. Many people moved South to other towns to
live.

The photo shows Christchurch Cathedral, decisions have still
to be made on its future - it has been like this since the
earthquake. HAPPY THINKING DAY EVERYONE!!

